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About This Game

Zombies on a Plane is an exciting new survival game in the sky. Take on the role of the captain of a troubled jumbo jet carrying
infected passengers intent on bringing the plane out of the sky, or pit yourself against hundreds of zombies in the interior of a

jumbo jet or even walk along the outside as you fight to regain control as one of the passengers in this innovative and interactive
gaming experience like no other.

Use the plane as a weapon or shoot your way through the aisles as one of the last surviving passengers as you to fight to stay in
the air against hordes of zombies at 30,000ft. As captain in control, players must maintain the health of vital key parts, such as

the engines and rudder, by knocking the zombies off the plane. As a passenger, players use an assortment of weaponry and traps
to halt the zombies' advance and can manually repair parts to keep the plane in the air.

Key Features

A Multitude of Modes - 6 different game modes to test your survival or flying skills, including modes like 'Defend the
Cockpit' and 'Flight of 10 Waves'

High Replayability - 5 different characters and 3 planes to choose from, all with their own abilities and playstyles

Smart Gore System - Severe the limbs off zombies to slow them down and watch as they react
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Zombie Variety - A multitude of intelligent zombie types to survive against, all with different playstyles

Unique Blend of Weaponry - 10 different weapons to unlock, including zombie shredding traps, with smart score-based
weapon progression system

Rewards - Innovative combo reward system keeps the game fresh by rewarding players with large combos an array of
exciting game changers

Manage the Plane - Repair parts to keep the plane in the air and keep doors sealed to prevent new spawn points opening
up

Never-before-seen gameplay - Battle for control on top of a flying jumbo jet or knock zombies off the plane and watch
them fall with glee as they realistically react to plane movement

High Visual Fidelity - Beautiful graphics powered by Unreal Engine 3 provide stunning and destructible game
environments

Supports Steamworks features
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Title: Zombies on a Plane
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Shangri-La Game Studios Ltd
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8/7/Vista/XP PC (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Intel or AMD New Generation Dual Core 2.0GHz CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 8800 or ATI 3850

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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First off, ignore all the bad reviews.
This game has all of two actual flaws:
You don't get any kinds of 'heads up' when being forced to read as a different character.
&
A few minor spelling and grammatical typos.

Secondly, if you liked this series before, you will like this game.

This game, right from the start, throws tons of information your way.
It goes a long way to making you feel as overwhelmed as your character does\/should feel.

The biggest bad thing people seem to say about this game is they didn't get enough information on Magnuspiral.
This series has always left certain things intentionally vague, so that you as a reader can fill in the blanks yourself.
It's a technique they've been using very well that promotes personal creativity, replayability, and connecting the reader with the
story in a way that can change from playthrough to playthrough.

I guarantee the bad reviews are all from people who either aren't used to playing text based games, or are against the issues this
story covers which has expanded from the previous stories from gender identity, light politics, and a small taste of the tension
between different kinds of powered individuals. This story includes body dysmorphia, heavier politics and the full scope of
tension between powered individuals.

It's clear that this piece turned into a mental health and acceptance advocacy piece, and I'm not entirely sure why people are
saying that's a bad thing. Yes, some bits feel a little 'heavy-handed'. Quite frankly, those topics always sound 'heavy-handed';
because the people who care enough to champion these issues are just that: Caring and emotional.. No one is really going to buy
this game because of a review of the game itself, not decades later.

So my review isn't about the games themselves (which are great)

My review is about the package they're selling.

This is a dosbox emulation of a free collector's edition game that came with King's Quest VIII. I thought it'd be a proper, redone
collection. It's not. It barely works, and I feel ripped off.

If you want this game, go to gog.com instead. Specifically here: http://www.gog.com/game/kings_quest_4_5_6

They have better compatibility, and a 30 day money back guarantee. I was♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥when I found out it was just a crappy
emulation, but there's literally nothing I could do.

This is a bad purchase.. A fun Mega Man style clone. It pays homage through gameplay and frustration. The gameplay feels like
classic Mega Man. Borrowing some concepts of classic Mega Man games and putting its own twist on the concepts. The default
weapon Boomerang is your go to weapon. It's the weapon I used the most through my entire playthrough and outside of opening
up a few secret areas with the other weapons, you can basically progress with just the boomerang.

The frustration comes from some areas where enemies are placed in such a way that you can easily be pushed into an instant
death pit or spike ball. In some cases, this requires a little trial and error before you'll successfully progress. Having played the
Mega Man games extensively before playing Giga Girl, I was better prepared for these instances and had a basic idea
beforehand on how to tackle these scenarios. Now for someone who never has played a Mega Man game before playing this,
they might rage quit before advancing very far.

Difficulty wise I would say it\u2019s slightly easier than your typical Mega Man. The music is nice and fits well and the game
has a satisfying ending. It\u2019s not a very long game, but finding the correct way into secrets areas could extend your
playtime a bit.
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Overall, it\u2019s pretty fun just like the source material that it pays homage too.
. Better than the first one

Pros:
Free-roam
Scarier Monsters
Scarier Jumpscares

Cons:
Sometimes in safe spots monsters can still get you (Shown in 8-BitGamings video). Wish we got Citro\u00ebn C2 Rally.
But this car is def not bad, sounds great and feels really good to drive.

Definitely ranks among my favorties in this game.. Well, that was terrible.

Mechanics-wise it's a little clunky and needs teleporting LIEK WOAH so much backtracking homg. But still, for a hidden
object game, it's fine.

The story, though, passed 'so over the top cliche it's funny' and become gross and boring instead. Also, as you might have
already guessed from the title, the "psychology" trappings are incredibly horrible. Just, ugh. Could you not?

I did like Anna saving the day in the end, despite all the male posturing from both of the other characters at the end of the main
story, though.

I got it in a bundle, and since some of the other games have been good I don't feel like I wasted my money, but I definitely
wouldn't want to buy it specifically. :|
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Simple one-button rhythm game that gets gradually more complex as the levels advance. Rage-inducing, yes, but oh-so-
satisfying when you finally complete one of the levels you've been stuck on.. The game is pretty short ( finished it in 6h playing
normaly ) but worth every minute of it.
A real masterpiece. The graphics are really good and the story outsounding.. This is a fine VR Rhythm game. It keeps changing
games every few seconds, which can be a little frantic, but does keep it interesting. Of course some of the mini-games are better
than others. The drums are great, with different layouts all the time. Popping bubbles, not so much.
Much of the music is quite good!
Works great on Acer WMR. This game has in game ad's and a freemium economy. IN A GAME THAT PEOPLE PAYED
FOR!. Very, very short gameplay. 60-90 minutes, max. It's a fun little puzzle game, but... Only purchase it if you can get it
cheap and for less than >$5. For an hour of gameplay, I wouldn't expect to pay more than a dollar or two.
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